CS134: Programming Musical Applications

CS150: Computer Science and the Modern Intellectual Agenda

CS183: Law, Technology & Culture

CS184: Intellectual Property in the Digital Age

CS185: Control, Privacy and Technology

CS200: Intro to Information Systems

CS202: Mathematical Tools for Comp. Science (or MATH 244)

CS201: Intro to Computer Science

CS213: Apps, Software, and Entrepreneurship

CS403: Comp. Methods for Analysis and Modeling of Biological Data

CS412: Designing the Digital Economy

CS453: Comp. Methods for Analysis and Modeling of Biological Data

CS453: Comp. Methods for Analysis and Modeling of Biological Data

CS50 or CS112

Not all prerequisites for 400-level courses are listed. Please consult OCI or the course instructor.

Designed Primarily for Non-Majors

Designed Primarily for Majors

The Unofficial Guide to CS at Yale

Prerequisite
May be taken in any order
Talk with the Director of Undergraduate Studies